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It is shown that for every value of an integer k, k 2 11, there exist 3-valent 3-connected 
planar graphs having just two types of faces, pentagons and k-gons, and which are non- 
Hamiltonian. Moreover, there exist 6 = E(k)>O, for these values of k, and sequences (G,)E=, 
of the said graphs for which V(G,) 4 30 and the size of a largest circuit of G,, is at most 
(1 - E)V(G,); similar result for the size of a largest path in such graphs is established for all k, 
k 2 11, except possibly for k =14, 17, 22 and k=5m+5 for all m~2. 
Let G(m ; n) denote the family of all the simple 3-polytopes having just two 
types of faces, m-gons and n-gons. G(m ; n) is, by Steinitz’s Theorem ([ 111, see 
also [6]), the family of all 3-valent 3-connected planar graphs having just m-gonal 
and n-gonal faces. P.R. Goodey [4] proved that all the members of G(4; 6) are 
Hamiltonian, a result related to the famous conjecture of Barnette (see [7, p. 
11451). Settling a problem of B. Griinbaum and J. Zaks [9], P.R. Goodey [S] 
proved that all the members of G(3; 6) are Hamiltonian. G. Ewald [2] proved 
that every member G of G(5; 6) contains a circuit which meets every face of G. 
B. Griinbaum and J. Zaks [9] asked if G(m ; n) contains only Hamiltonian 
members for all m and n, to which J. Zaks ([14], see also [12] and [13]) found a 
non-Hamiltonian member of G(5; 8). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove and to extend the following 
Theorem 1.k. G(5; k) contains non-Hamiltonian members, for all k, k 3 11. 
Recall the definition [8] of the shortness coefficient p(g) of a family % as the 
lim inf [ h( G,)/u(G,,)], taken over all sequences {G,,}I= 1 of members of % for 
which ZI (G,)) ---, 0~ as n+m, where u(G) denotes the number of vertices of G and 
h(G) denotes the length of a largest circuit of G. Let p*(g) be similarly defined 
for the length of largest paths of members of %. 
* Inspired by a conversation with D.H. Younger, while the author was visiting J.A. Bondy at the 
University of Waterloo, June, 1978; extended while the author visited A. Kotzig at the C.R.M., 
University of Montreal. 
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Extending Theorem l.k, we have 
Theorem 2.k. p(G(5; k)) < 1 holds j’or k = 5n + 5 for all n, n 2 2. 
3.k. p*(G(S; k)) < 1 holds for all k, k 2 11, except possibly for the values 
14, 17, 22 and Sn+S for all n, n 32. 
For every family % of graphs p(g) 6 p*( %) holds, because very circuit of size n 
contains a path of length n - 1; it follows from Theorem 3.k that p(G(5; k)) c 1 
holds for all the values of k for which Theorem 3.k hclds. 
Concerning the families of the form G(5; lOn), we have the following result 
which is weaker than the corresponding one in Theorem 3.k: 
Ikorem 4, For every integer m, m 2 1, the family G(5; 10n) contains a member G 
in which a largest path contains at most v(G)- m vertices, for all n satisfying 
4n~m-O.4. 
Theorems 1.5n, 2.5n + 5 and 4 provide a variety of answers to the question of J. 
Malkevitch [lo], about the existence of a 3-valent 3-connected planar non- 
Hamiltonian graph all faces of which are multi 5-gons. 
Most of our proofs are based on G.B. Faulkner and D.H. Younger’s paper [3]. 
Let BE and B, be the subgraphs hown in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 
Fig. 1.1 
Fig. 1.2 
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Fig. 1.3 
Let B,,, n a 2, be the subgraph obtained in a similar way by stacking n copies of 
B1, adding an edge between every two consecutive copies of B,; Fig. 1.3 shows 
&. Let the four connecting vertices of B, be denoted by u1 and u2 in one “side”, 
and vl; and vg on the other “side” of B,,. 
The following extends Lemma 2.3 of [3]: 
Lemma 1. If a graph G contains the subgraph B,,, for some n, n 2 2, then the 
intersection of every path in G which contains all the vertices of B, as inner vertices 
(of that path) with B,, is a path joining u1 to vz or it is a path joining u2 to v;. 
Proof. It follows easily from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of [3], hence we omit the 
details. 
Let C, (D,), n a 2, denote the subgraph obtained from B,, by adding one (two, 
resp.) of the edges which are shown in Fig. 1.3 as dotted lines. C, and 0, have 
the same connecting vertices as those of B,. The following is an easy consequence 
of Lemma 1: 
Lemma 2. If a graph G contains the subgraph C, (D,,), n 2 2, then the intersection 
of C, (D,,, resp.) with every path in G which contains all the vertices of C,(D,, resp.) 
as inner vertices (of that path)-is a path joining u1 to v; or it is a path joining u2 to 
2); (u, to vz or u2 to v;, resp.). 
A 4-valent vertex V of a planar graph can be replaced by any one of the blocks 
B,,, C,, or D,, in few ways, according to the number of vertices contributed to each 
one of the four faces which were originally incident with the vertex V; the four 
numbers around V will indicate how the corresponding blacks are to be inserted, 
as shown in Fig. 2; they are 3, 5n - 1, 3, 5 n - 1 in the case of E?,,:, 2, 5 n, 3, 5 n in 
the case of C, and 2, 5 n t 1, 2, 5 n + 1 in the case of 0,. 
Let a path cu in a planar 3-connected graph G be called 4-geodesic (compare 
with [6]) at a vertex V if V is a 4-valent vertex of G, V is an inner vertex of a and 
the two edges of a mee:ing at V do not lie on the same face of G. 
J. Zaks 
Fig. 2 
Lemmas 1 and 2 clearly imply 
LenmJo 3. Ler v,, v,, . . . , V, be 4-talent vertices of a planar 3-connected graph 
and let G” be a graph obtained from G by replacing Vi by either B,, or Dni, 
2, for all i, 1 s s m; the graph G has a puth a! which is 4-geodesic at VI, i 
V 27 l l l 9 V, ij and only ij G* has a path that contains all the new vertices of the 
blocks B,, or Q,, for all i, 1 s i s m, as inner vertices. In particular, the graph G* is 
ffamiltonian if and only ij the graph G has a Hamiltonian circuit which is 
&geodesic at V, , V2, . . . , V,,,. 
Next we have 
L~UISM 4. If a planar graph G consists of two parts HI and Hz, joined by an odd 
number m of paths UiV,wi, 1 s i c m, of length two each, and all the mid-vertices u 1, 
02 9 l l l , v, lie on a circuit of length m, as shown in Fig. 3, then G has no 
Hamiltonian 4-geodesic (at ol, . . . , u,) circuit. 
Fig. 3 
proof, The only $-geodesic circuit that contains all the vertices q, . . . , v, is the 
m-circuit consisting of these m vertices, and it is not Hamiltonian; the other 
possibility of having all the vertices I,, . . _ , vm on a puth which is 4-geodesic at 
these vertices is to have this path containing all the m 1 aths UiviWi, 1 s i s m, thus 
con ixting HI to Hz lay an odd number of paths, hence it cannot be a circuit. 
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Lemmas 3 and 4 clearly imply 
C~rdhry 1. If the graph G is as in Lemma 4 (Fig. 3), and if G* is obtained from 
G by replacing each one of the vertices vl, . . . , 21, by a copy of either B,,, or D”,, 
ni 3 2, 1 s i s m, then lG* is non-Hamiltonian. 
We are ready for the proofs of our Theorems. 
Proof of Theorem l.k, k 3 13. A non-Hamiltonian member of G(5; 5n + i) for all 
n, n 3 2, and all i, 3 s i ~7, is shown in Fig. 4.r’; the notations around every 
4-valent vertex there represent special replacements of these vertices by blocks of 
types B,, and D,,, as explained earlier. The non-Hamiltonicity of these graphs 
follows from Corollaq~ 1. 
Fig. 4.3 Fig. 4.4 
Fig. 4.5 Fig. 4.6 
Proof of meorem 1.12. Let G be the graph shown in Fig. 5. 
G contains three copies of the block C,, and is clearly a member of G(5 ; 12). G 
is non-Hamiltonian since every circuit in G which contains all the vertices of all 
the three copies of C,, contains (by Lemma 2) either no vertices of the left part of 
G or it contains no vertices of the right part of G. 
J. Zaks 
Fig. 6 
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Proof of Theorem 1.11. The graph G shown in Fig. 6 is clearly a member of 
G(5; 11); its non-Hamiltonicity follows easily from Lemmas 2 and 4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5n + 5, n 3 2. Let n be an arbitrary integer, n 9 2, and fixed; 
for every integer m, m 3 1, let G,,, be the graph shown in Fig. 7, containing m 
“concentric circles” in which five blocks of type B,, are inserted. Clearly G,,, E 
G(5; Sn + 5) for all m. Every circuit in G,,, misses by Lemma 4 at least one vertex 
of one of each collection of five B,,‘s which are on these circles. It follows that 
u(G,,,)= 20+ lOm+5mV(&) and fr(G,,,)~u(G,,,)- m; v(B,,)=20n, therefore 
u(G,,,)=20+m(lOOn+lO) while h(G,,,)~20+m(lOOn+9), hence 
p(G(5; 5n+5))~ lim 
20 -t m(100n + 9) lOOn+ <1 
,,20+m(lOOn+ lo)= lOOn+ 10 ’ 
and the proof is complete. 
Fig. 7 
Notice that by using properly the blocks D,, rather than the ones used in the 
previous proof, one could get the result p(G(5; 5n +6)) < 1 for all n, n 3 2; we 
will prove that even p”(G(5; 5n +6)) c 1. 
We need the following 
Lema 5. If a graph G consists of two parts H, and Hz, joined by three paths 
uiviwi, 1 s i s 3, of length two, if vl, v2 and v3 lie on a circuit and are replaced by 
the blocks Cn, n 2 2, as shown in Fig. 8, then no paths of G contain al9 the vertices 
of these three blocks of type C, as inner vertices (of the paths). 
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Fig. 8 
RMof. Let (Y be a path in G containing all the vertices of the three Cn’s as inner 
vertices. Assume, without loss of generality, that cy contains the edge u2v2; it 
follows by Lemma 2 that ar contains the edge vLv3, because of the way LY behaves 
at the block C, at u2. By the behaviour of ar at the block C, at v3 it follows, using 
again Lemma 2, that LY contains the edge v3w3. Therefore ar does not contain the 
edges u3q and qv2; it follows that Q! visits the Cn at v1 by using the edges ulvl 
and D! wl, hence by Lemma 2 LY does not contain all the vertices of this C,, at ol, 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Roof of Theorem 3.5rrr +6, n 2 2. Let II be an arbitrary integer, yt a 2, and fixed; 
for every integer m, m 3 1, let G,,, be the following graph, partly shown in Fig. 9: 
G,,, consists of the inner part of Fig. 9 which lies inside the smaller heavy-lined 
circle, it has m belts of the type shown in Fig. 9 as that part between the two 
concentric circles in heavy lines, and it is “closed” by the inversion image of its 
inner part. Clearly G,, E G(5:;5n+6) for all m, mal. 
Fig. 9 
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G,,, has 2m+ 2 concentric circles in which there are three copies of Cr.: a:ld 
since a path has just two end points, it follows from Lemma 5 that every path in 
G, misses at least 2m vertices, at least one vertex in each three such Cn-s which 
lie in a circle where the path does not have any of its end points. Therefore 
~*(G,,,)su(G,,,)-2m. 
u(G,)=38+m(9v(C,)+18)=38+m(180n+36), 
hence h*( G,) s 38 + m( 180n + 34), and therefore 
p”(G(5; 5n + 6)) s lim 
h”(G,) 1801~ +34 
,,,- u(G~) = 180n+36<l 
and the proof is complete. 
Here h*(G) denotes the length of a largest path in a graph G. 
Lemma? 6. If a graph G consists of two parts HI 
then no paths of G contain all the vertices of 
vertices, as well ad some vertices of HI U Hz. 
and H2 joined as shown in Fig. 10, 
all the blocks of type 0, as inner 
Fig. 10 
Proof. G has 2m copies of 0, at the intersections of the two alternating circuits; 
it follows from Lemma 2 that every path of G which contains all the vertices of 
these 2m copies of Q., as inner vertices is either the circuit QV~U~, . . . , z~~,,,t+ 
(besides its part inside the Q’s), or it is the circuit x1~Iy12)2~2~3y2, . . . , ~,,,v~,,,x~, 
and hence it does not contain any vertices of HI U H2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.§n +8, n 3 2. Let n be an arbitrary integer, n 3 2, and fixed; 
for every integer m, m Y > 1, let G,,, be the following graph, partly shown in Fig. 
11: G, consists of its inner part, it has WI belts of the type shown in Fig. 11 
Fig. 11 
between the two circles in heavy lines, and it is “closed” with three pentagons. G,,, 
has m alternating pairs of circuits in which there are three copies of 0, and three 
copies of Q+ i, put in a particular way; it follows from Lemma 6 that h*(G,,,) = 
tg(G,,,) - (m - f), hence it follows as in the previous case that p*( G(5; 5n + 8)) c 1; 
details are omitted. 
Pbof of Theorem 3Sn +9, n 2 2. The proof is very similar to the previous one, 
except that it uses Fig. 12; details are omitted. 
Fig. 12 
Proof of Theorem 3,5n + 17, 112 2. The proof is similar to the previous ones, 
except that here we use Fig. 13 which has (5n + 17)-gons in its center and as 
outerface, among others; details are omitted again. 
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Fig. 13 
Proof of Theorem 3.13. The block E2 is obtained from the block Dz by adding 
two edges, as shown in Fig. 14; E2 contains two 130gons, besides pentagons, and 
it shares the same property that D2 has (see Lemma 2). p*(G(S; 13))< 1 is 
obtained by using the graph shown in Fig. 15, and applying previous arguments. 
Fig. 14 
l3- 
Fig. 15 
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these constructions i  included in the 
1 4. Let m and n be arbitrary and fixed integers atisfying m 2 1 
and 4n Z sn + 4, Let G,,, be the graph shown in Fig. 16, obtained from a 4n-gon 
wirh multiple edges by inserting the blocks of type Cn. Clearly G,,,@ E G(5; 10n) 
for all m and n. Every path of Gmvn is reduced to a trail (see [l] for definition) in 
the multiple 4n-gon, and it follows easily from Lemma 2 that every path in G,,, 
contains all the vertices of a copy of a Cn for at most two such copies, besides 
possibly tjhe two copies in which the path has its erd points. It follows 
h*(G,,&: tr(G,,,,)-(4n -4), and since 4n 3 m +4, h*(G,,,& u(G,,,J- m, 
the proof is cozylete. 
Fig. 16 
Proo# of ‘Iborena 3.11. A sequence {P,)“, = 1 of graphs is defined as follows: PI is 
the graph partly shown in Fig. 17 (the rest of PI is obtained by rotating the part 
inside the heavy-lined circle and taking its inversion image); PI E G(5; 8) and all 
the octagons of PI are grouped into disjoint triples, each triple has a vertex in 
common (see heavy marks in Fig. 17). For every m, m 32, P,,, is obtained by 
joining U, _ 1 to HI as shown in Fig. 18, where a vertex V of P,,,-I where three 
pentagons meet and a vertex W of PI where three octagons meet are deleted and 
the related edges joified. All the octagons of P,,, are grouped into 10+9(m - 1) = 
9m + 1 disjoint triples. 
that 
and 
Fi;. 17 
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Fig. 18 
A sequence {&}z= 1 of graphs is defined as follows: for every m, m 3 1, Gm is 
obtained from the graph P,,, and 3m + 1 copies of the graph G which was given in 
our proof of Theorem 1.11, by 9m + 1 operations of the type shown in Fig. 18 
where the 9m + 1 special vertices of P,,, (in common to three octagons) and one 
vertex of G (in common to three pentagons) are deleted. Clearly G,,, E G(S; 11)) 
for all m, m 3 1, and since the graph G (taken from the proof of Theorem 1.11) is 
non-Hamiltonian, it follows that every path in G, does not contain at least one 
vertex of each one of the copies of G, except possibly two of them in which the 
path might have its end points. Therefore h”(G,) s u(G,) - (9m - l), and hence: 
p*(G(S; 11)) < 1, and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. A sequence {Qm}l= 1 of graphs is defined as follows: Qu 
is the graph shown in Fig. 19, and for all m, m 3 2, Q,,, is obtained from Q,,,_l and 
Q1 by the operation shown in Fig. 20, where a vertex of Q,,,_ 1 in common to three 
9-gons and a vertex of Q1 in common to three pentagons are the deleted vertices. 
Q, has m + 1 disjoint triples of 9-gons, besides pentagons and 12-gons. 
Fig. 19 
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A sequence {G,}: = 1 of graphs is defined as follows: G, is obtained from 0, 
and nr + 1 copies of the graph G which was given in our proof of Theorem 1.12, 
by m + 1 operations of the type shown in Fig. 20, where the m + 1 vertices of Q,, 
(in common to three 9-gons) and o zic vertex of G (in common to three pentagons) 
are deleted. The rest of the proof is as in the previous one, hence details are 
omitted. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.k for all the stated values of k. 
The following are open problems: 
(1) Do C(5; 9) and G(5; 10) contain non-Hamiltonian members? How about 
G(5; 7) and G(5; 6)? 
(2) Does p*(G(5; k)) < 1 hold for all the remaining cases of k, i.e. k = 14, 17, 
22 and k=5n+5 for all n,n*2? 
(3) Do there exist non-Hamiltonian members in any of the families G(4; k) 
and G(3; k) for k a7? 
(4) Are 0~ p(G(5; k)) and OC p”(G(5; k)) true for those values of k for which 
p(G(5; k )) < 1 and p*(G(5; k)) C l? This will imply that o(G(5; k)) = 1, where u 
is the shortness exponent (see [8] for delinition). 
(5) Let P(n) d enote the family of all the simple 3-polytopes (or, equivalently, 
all 3-valent 3-connected planar graphs) having at most n different ypes of faces. 
Find the minimum n for which a(P(n)) C 1; it follows from [S] that a(P(9)) < 1. 
t of our proofs can be suitably changed so as to deal with tl;:iroidal graphs, 
or with infinite planar maps, having jus t,~vo types of faces; in the toroidal case, 
one gets the usual non-Hamiltonian results and in the infinite planar case, one 
gets the property that every path can contain only a fraction of the number of 
vertices in any big circle. 
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Nate added iin proof 
G(5,9) does indeed contain non-HamiTtonian members; in fact, we can prove 
now that p*(G(5,9))< 1. G. Ewald sent us a member of G(5,14) which contains 
no Hamiltonian paths; this might lead to a proof that p*(G(5,14))< 1. 
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